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Linux purists
Linux purists leverage Linux expertise
to release a Linux solution of negligible
or no expense, then make a living pro-
viding consulting and support services.
Most will openly admit, as Jim Ready
did at the Embedded Systems Con-
ference, that companies will spend
every bit as much money with these
companies than they will with a license
and royalty-based solution, only in a
different way. The main mode of opera-
tion for this class of Linux company
revolves around the consulting and sup-
port revenue centers. Companies can
buy bundles of “incidents,” being
defined as a description of a specific
problem or anomaly. The Linux com-
pany will then provide an answer to an
incident. The answer can be in the form
of “you need a consulting contract.” At
this time, the customer can scope the
work and enter a contracting arrange-
ment to achieve the objective. The
strength of this approach seems to
always lead with the “free software”
and “no royalties” tag line. However,
the financial uncertainty of the labor it
will take to achieve the objective is a
drawback. As with the in-house RTOS
solution, the risk lies completely with
the Linux customer. In addition, as the
Linux code base advances, the options
are to develop in-house expertise to
remain up-to-date, or contract outside
every six months or so to advance your
core code base. 

Tools and market 
niche companies
TimeSys (www.timesys.com) is an
interesting example of a focused tool
company applying their core compe-
tency to the Linux world. TimeSys has
historically focused on real-time analy-
sis tools for the embedded industry sup-
porting a variety of operating systems.
Due to the design, Linux solutions cur-

What is a sure-fire way to get the embedded industry to stop, look, and

listen? Mention Linux. While technology hobbyists around the world

have played with Linux for some time, interest has only recently erupted

for a variety of commercial applications. In response, a variety of consult-

ing, tools, and commercial operating system vendors have responded by

positioning their offerings to accommodate Linux. This article looks into

a spectrum of approaches that software companies are using to address

Linux in the embedded industry.

First impressions
Before my investigation, I was perplexed at why the industry would consider Linux.
Over the past decade, there was a clearly identified movement away from using in-
house operating system solutions. While Linux is an open code base, business
dynamics dictate that the company must again shoulder the risk and development
burden of what is an in-house solution using a community source-code base. This
contradicts the embedded industry trend and my own personal preference of using
software solutions that provide incentives to vendors to advance their products and
get their customers to market (traditionally, the maintenance and royalty revenue
model). This issue was reinforced early on by a few of my “Linux-head” engineer-
ing friends. They talked about Linux in terms of “taking your hobby to work.” There
are benefits to an engineering staff that enjoys the technology of their work. There are
also significant downfalls when those engineers spend time contributing “cool
things” to the community source at work instead of working on the project.

Educational process
After talking to a few companies about their offerings and perspectives, I’ve gath-
ered some unique approaches that blend a community source-code base with an
“incentive-based” business model. The result of my explorations have convinced me
that Linux can play a role in shaping the embedded software industry, but perhaps in
a different way than one might expect.

I’d like to thank Inder Singh of Lynuxworks, Bala Kumar of Timesys, and Kim
Kempf of Microware Systems Corporation for spending a significant amount of time
sharing their insights and explaining their solutions to help me more clearly under-
stand the Linux phenomenon.

Different business models
Linux offerings have a spectrum of business plans and technology roadmaps behind
them. We’ll explore three main classifications of companies who are leveraging
Linux in various ways:

■ “Linux purists”
■ Tools with unique run-time add-ons
■ Traditional RTOS vendors
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development risk for both the customer
and Microware.

Non-“UNIX-like” RTOSs
Tools oriented RTOS vendors must con-
sider supporting Linux as a target OS. For
example, at the Boston Real-Time show,
Wind River mentioned the possibility of
targeting Linux with their Tornado™ tool
set. This is a fairly safe position to take
since Tornado is largely a GNU based
tool set, and current Linux tools also use
GNU. The problem is that the pSOS and
VxWorks run-time kernels have propri-
etary APIs and architectures, making it
extremely difficult to leverage any of the
Linux community source. Recent acqui-
sitions of a number of tools vendors puts
Wind River in a position to de-emphasize
VxWorks and embrace Linux as a target
RTOS for their tool chains if the industry
demands such a move.

Linux not all sunshine?
Todd Freeman, Technology Integration
Manager at Citibank/Citicorp, also pro-
vided his perspective to me. Todd has
experience with both Linux and com-
mercial RTOS business models, starting
with Linux, then with the OS-9 RTOS.
Todd said, “There is a tremendous ben-
efit in abstracting away the OS. By out-
sourcing the responsibility of the RTOS,
it allows for greater concentration on the
application and architecture. We, basi-
cally, don’t worry about anything but
the application. We ran into tremendous
problems with finding the right combi-
nations of non-x86 single-board com-
puters (SBCs) that would run specific
ports of Linux. As long as the RTOS has
the ability to leverage Linux, it’s the
best of both worlds for us.”

Conclusions
The table at the top of next page com-
pares the various solutions discussed
among the group.

The right choice for companies and their
products depends on their corporate core
competencies. Companies that value in-
ternal system software/OS competency in
their products make Linux an ideal solu-
tion by providing a community source
base for the internal engineers to leverage.
In addition, companies can find engineers
much more easily. The Timesys solution
is ideal for the same companies who re-
quire a greater degree of determinism in

rently are not appropriate to applications requiring real-time determinism. TimeSys
has leveraged their expertise by providing “real-time add-on modules” to a generic
Linux solution. TimeSys has modified the scheduler within Linux to provide a
higher level of real-time determinism. The user can cause the scheduler to allocate
a specific amount of execution time for specific processes in the system. With this
capability, developers can guarantee a specific amount of execution time for prior-
ity processes in the system. Of course, there are other architectural issues that make
operating systems real-time or not, such as maximum, guaranteed interrupt-
response times, and non-preemptive code segments within the kernel. While the
TimeSys solution certainly has a more “Linux-integrated” architecture than the real-
time solutions that simply run Linux on a real-time scheduler, these other issues are
in a gray area. TimeSys is somewhat handcuffed by Linux in order to make it a true
real-time operating system. There is a fine line between modifying Linux so it’s still
Linux. As you begin to tweak the “innards” of the kernel for real-time, sections of
code begin to need to be rewritten, thereby nullifying the fundamental advantage of
Linux. By offering these more deterministic extensions for Linux, TimeSys can
attract interested embedded developers and sell tool sets for analysis of real-time
properties of the product.

Historical RTOS vendors
Historical RTOS vendors must also adapt to the Linux phenomenon. The architecture
of the RTOS and product positioning has a lot to do with how vendors are reacting.

Lynuxworks
I had the opportunity to talk with Inder Singh, CEO of Lynuxworks (www.lynux-
works.com). Lynuxworks has probably been the most active in embracing the
Linux paradigm and applying it to their current LynxOS RTOS. LynxOS is a real-
time version of UNIX, sharing the same heritage as Linux. LynxOS has been used
traditionally in military/aerospace and telecommunications markets. One typical
LynxOS application is using LynxOS on system I/O cards with the system con-
troller card running Solaris or another form of UNIX. The company’s Blue Cat
Linux offering enables Lynuxworks to provide a solution for controller and I/O
card hierarchy of telecomm switching systems. Lynuxworks also provides HA add-
ons that are licensed and royalty bearing that provide things like distributed mes-
saging over the CompactPCI bus. Inder sees a future where Linux fosters a con-
solidation in the embedded software industry for standard programming platforms
and interfaces.

Microware Systems
Microware’s OS-9 RTOS (www.microware.com) also shares the same UNIX heritage
as Linux. Microware has had much success utilizing the community source to enhance
capabilities for customers. Kim Kempf, a senior software architect for Microware,
says that the proliferation of Linux shows a trend away from threads based RTOSs
toward higher reliability, higher availability process model operating systems like OS-
9 and Linux. The Linux trend has been good to Microware in a different way, whereby
Linux (and UNIX) programmers are also OS-9 programmers, extending resource pool
availability. Microware’s core competency lies in “software solutions for successful
products,” by providing a variety of graphics, networking, and power management
solutions in addition to the OS-9 RTOS and Hawk integrated development environ-
ment. Kim recounted a number of consulting services engagements where Microware
was able to provide lower cost and faster timeline consulting services. They accom-
plished this by starting with the Linux code base and performing a simple port, as
opposed to creating the capability from scratch. This approach gives the customer an
“internal port versus contract” option. The Linux code base lowers consulting cost and
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their solutions. “Unix-heritage” solutions,
like Lynuxworks and OS-9, are ideal for
companies that don’t want to take on the
OS as a core competency yet wish to take
advantage of the community source base.
There is also a significant install base of

companies using non-UNIX RTOS solu-
tions. The companies that are able to
advance these solutions to fit product
requirements will probably see no need to
leverage Linux in the near future.

Option Internal Costs External Costs Dev. Risk Community Tools

In-house OS Very high None Internal Tens None

Linux Purist High Support Consulting Customer Millions Low

Timesys High Tools Consulting Customer Millions Moderate

Lynuxworks Moderate to low License Support Shared Thousands + High Linux Moderate
Royalties Consulting leverage products

Microware Low License Support Shared Thousands + Linux leverage High
Royalties Consulting

Non-UNIX RTOSs Moderate to high License Support Shared Thousands, no Linux leverage High
Royalties consulting
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